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Letter from Mother Abbess
Luke’s account of Pentecost bursts with 
energy: the coming of the Spirit proclaimed 
dramatically in the natural order through the 
great, mighty wind and the tongues of fire; 
on the human plane, the disciples totally 
transformed. Once cowed with fear, at the 
passion certainly but even at times after the 
resurrection too, they emerge from the upper 
room on the fiftieth day after Passover and 
immediately proclaim the Good News of Jesus 
Christ boldly to a Jerusalem heaving with 
pilgrims. Absent and silent at the crucifixion, 
agitated, in a state of alarm and fear, unable 
to believe the evidence of their own eyes at the appearance of Jesus 
after the resurrection, so dumbfounded they could hardly speak – by the 
end of Pentecost Day, the disciples with Peter as leader, after eloquent, 
articulate, coherent preaching (quite unlike what they were capable of 
before), brought three thousand to baptism to be ‘added to the number 
of believers’ (Acts 2.41).  And the energy released at Pentecost continued, 
such that soon the Gospel was being proclaimed to the ends of the known 
world, just as Jesus had commanded. The disciples, through the Spirit 
who makes all things new, had truly ‘been clothed with power from on 
high.’ This is not a past event; it continues ever more powerfully, even, or 
especially, today. 

The Spirit works not just through outward activity. Prior to this, and as a 
foundation for it, he works in and through our inner being. The Easter-
Pentecost gifts are peace, joy, forgiveness, life (Jn 20:21). These are what 
we immediately experience, which cause us to praise God continually (Lk 
24.53) and to go out to proclaim the Gospel.

It is good to be aware of this as we cope, still, with the coronavirus. A 
third lockdown is due to end, social distancing and masking continue. It is 
hoped life will return to normal from 21 June. But will it? Do we believe 
it? If the government does indeed allow this, will we feel safe enough to 
leave our homes without masks, to stand closer to strangers than we have 
done for over a year? While the Spirit can work through a great, mighty 
wind in a very obvious manner, as he did at the first Christian Pentecost, 
Jesus also told Nicodemus, ‘the wind blows where it pleases; you can hear 
its sound, but you cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going’ 
(Jn 3.7). It is for us who believe in the resurrection and in Christ’s gift of 
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the Spirit to proclaim that God really is at work in the world at this time, 
despite appearances, that he is in charge, that something good will come, 
is coming, from the tragedy the virus is wreaking.  We may not understand 
how the Father, the Son and the Spirit are working, what their ultimate 
plans are, but we do believe they are working, ‘for our good and the good 
of all his Church’, as we say at the Offertory, and our task as believers is 
to be transformed ourselves and then proclaim this belief and make it 
manifest by the way we live.

After Pentecost we return to ‘ordinary time.’ This is not a ‘dumbing down’, 
as some tend to think, after the high points of Christmas and Easter, 
but quite the opposite. While the liturgical seasons help us focus on 
the mysteries of redemption – Incarnation, resurrection, ascension, the 
coming of the Spirit – one by one as they unfold over the year, in Ordinary 
time we celebrate the Mystery as a unity, in its fullness. This is anything 
but ‘ordinary’; it is the inherent order of things, enabled and empowered 
by the coming of the Holy Spirit.

Let us hold on to this, live by it and rejoice in it as we go forward after this 
extraordinary year. 

Sr Anna

 
News 
We were pleased to learn that the firm which prints this magazine, 
Claremon, has joined a carbon capture scheme driven by the Woodland 
Trust. The initiative pledges to counter carbon released in the production 
of its paper products by the planting of trees. Claremon also sends out 
members of staff on tree-planting days. To mark this green involvement, 
Stanbrook Benedictines will henceforth display this attractive oak leaf logo. 
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Hail, Farewell and Two 
Golden Jubilees: 
Extracts from the House 
Chronicle March-April 
2021

26th March
This morning we had a socially-
distanced farewell in the 
refectory for our cook, Lynn 
Cousins, whose wholesome and 
homely cooking has nourished 
and delighted us for the past 
seven years. M. Anna proposed a 
toast and glasses were raised to 
wish Lynn every blessing in the 
coming years in which she wishes 
to devote more time to her 
family. There followed an exchange of gifts: from Lynn to the community, a 
beautiful set of hand-turned wooden bowls by local craftsman, Jon Wright 
of ‘Wright Turn’, Wombleton; and from the community to Lynn, some 
plants, including a red Syringa, raised in Yorkshire and so hopefully able to 
withstand the rigours of a Yorkshire winter! See photograph above.
We look forward to welcoming next month, our new cook, Paul Tatham 
who lives nearby in Crake.

EASTER THURSDAY 8 April 2021: Golden Jubilee 
Celebration for D. Agnes Wilkins’ Golden Jubilee of 
Monastic Clothing  (1968 12 March 2018)

Jubilees which fall in Lent are most often postponed so as to be celebrated 
fittingly in Eastertide with more than Lenten fare. But they are not usually 
kept three years late! For various reasons, including the completion of her 
doctorate, D. Agnes delayed her Golden Jubilee celebration until this year. 
As she said herself, ‘better late than never!’

The weather, a-typically cold even for N. Yorkshire, did at least extend the 
life of the daffodils which have been in abundance both in the grounds 
and the monastery. These increased the glory of the occasion which, for all 
that, was one of simplicity which suits the Jubilarian.
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Mass was celebrated by Fr Gabriel Everitt of Ampleforth who pointed out 
how both readings (Acts 3: 11-16  and Luke 24: 35-48 ) speak of ‘Christian 
and monastic prayer as our way to walk with God in the light of the Risen 
Christ’. Fr Cedd Mannion (Ampleforth) concelebrated. 

In contrast to a Silver Jubilee, a Golden Jubilee involves a renewal of vows 
on the part of the Jubilarian, while the Church receives and recognises this 
renewed self-gift with a special prayer and blessing. Appropriately,  
D. Agnes chose to sing a chant taken from the Acts of her patron, St Agnes, 
composed in honour of the Early Church virgin & martyr: 
‘Behold what I longed for, already I see; What I hoped for, already I hold. 
I am united in heaven to him whom on earth I have loved with my whole 
heart.’

The chant, begun by the Jubilarian in the middle of church, is taken up 
by the whole choir. This dynamic captures that of Benedictine life. In her 
speech at tea time D. Agnes spoke movingly of how it is the community 
which has kept her going these 53 years.

In the afternoon M. Abbess escorted D. Agnes into the calefactory to 
the strains of ‘Are you going to Scarborough Fair?’ (in honour of our 
Jubilarian’s birthplace), improvised on the organ by D. Julian.

D. Josephine surpassed even her own high standards with the cake for this 
occasion: a magnificent owl, chosen, not so much to mark D. Agnes’ great 
wisdom, as her love for all feathered creatures.

The cake cut and consumed, it was time for the Jubilee song. Again there 
is a contrast with a Silver Jubilee where the song is a kindly and humorous 
commentary of the Jubilarian’s monastic life and character. For a Golden 
Jubilee, the nun requests a song which is usually spiritual. D. Agnes 
had chosen ‘Come down, O love divine,’ a perfect choice with its lovely 
melody by Vaughan Williams and most moving words translated from the 
original Latin by R.F. Littledale, appropriate for a member of Our Lady of 
Consolation, or Comfort as the monastery was originally called:

‘... Great Comforter, draw near/Within my heart appear/and kindle it, your 
holy flame bestowing...’.

There remained only the ceremony of the gifts which were many and 
varied and mostly home-made. In return D. Agnes gave each member of 
the community a copy of the Suscipe chant, beautifully hand-scribed on 
some old vellum from Stanbrook, Worcester. 
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It was indeed a very happy occasion and as M. Abbess said, ‘well worth the 
wait!’.

22 April: Golden Jubilee Celebration for  
D. Philippa Edwards’ Golden Jubilee of Monastic Clothing 
(1971- 22 April -2021)

A waxing, gibbous moon and the Lyrid meteor shower heralded the dawn 
of D. Philippa’s Golden Jubilee, displaced from the original timing in the 
Easter Octave only by date: the spirit, the glorious but cool weather and 
the still blooming daffodils were full of Easter Octave joy, as was our 
Jubilarian.
Mass was celebrated by Fr Gabriel Everitt of Ampleforth.
As one of the special prayers for the rite reminded us, a jubilee confers 
‘full liberty’ on those who celebrate it faithfully. D. Philippa exercised this 
liberty in advance by her choice of music. We sang the Easter Hymn ‘Jesus 
Christ is Ris’n Today’ as the Entrance Song in place of the Latin chant, and 
‘Guide me, O thou Great Redeemer’ as the Communion song – most apt 
for the Gospel on the Bread of Life (John 6: 44-51) and reflecting the Welsh 
strand of our Jubilarian’s ancestry. 
Fr Gabriel’s homily picked up on the themes of ‘thanksgiving and joy’ 
which feature in the opening prayer and re-echo through the rite of 
renewal of vows which D. Philippa made.
Spurred on by the coincidence of this day with the Solemn Profession 
of the musically prodigious D. Felicitas Corrigan (22 April 1938) who put 
generations through their paces in learning the profession chants,  
D. Philippa had opted to sing the whole Suscipe Chant, and did so very well 
indeed. This chant from Psalm 118/119  v. 116 is perhaps the highlight of 
Solemn Profession where monks, nuns and oblates offer themselves to 
God. This offering is renewed at a Golden Jubilee.
The first reading from Acts 8: 26-40 featured, appropriately enough, 
Philip the deacon, guiding the Ethiopian eunuch (a resonance with the 
Jubilarian’s  African background) in his lectio divina. Fr Gabriel made the 
link between the apparent sterility of the eunuch which broke out into the 
fruitfulness of baptism, incorporating him into the life-filled Body of Christ, 
and monastic life where again apparent sterility on the biological level 
issues in rich blessings for the Church and the world through the nun or 
monk’s self-offering united to that of Christ.
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At dinner and supper the Jubilarian sits on the right of the Abbess. We 
enjoyed a delicious meal rounded off by one of D. Josephine’s specialities: 
‘Religieuses’, the choux pastries made in the shape of a nun. Musically, we 
feasted on Beethoven’s ‘Archduke’ Trio.

At the jubilee tea there was another rousing hymn chosen by D. Philippa, 
this time John Bunyan’s ‘To be a Pilgrim’ set incomparably by Vaughan 
Williams in 1904. The cake, another D. Josephine confection, and most 
fitting for a librarian, was in the shape of a book which showed words from 
the text of one of the Jubilee prayers: ‘To those who keep your precepts 
and persevere in your love, you have promised abundant blessings.’
This has certainly been true today. Surely those blessings extended to all 
the family and friends of D. Philippa, and also of D. Agnes, with whom we 
hope to celebrate more fully at a future date. 
Meanwhile, we give thanks to God for our two gracious Eastertide 
Jubilarians and we thank them for persevering in the life through thick and 
thin. Ad multos annos!

O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O

Extracts from The Way of the Pilgrim
(see review on p. 28) 

‘Far from preventing us from walking in God’s presence and from inner 
prayer…our failings should prompt us to turn all the more quickly towards 
God. A child led by its mother, when it begins to walk, turns to her quickly 
and holds onto her very tightly when it stumbles.’

 p. 169.

‘[The Jesus Prayer] has become dearer and sweeter to me than anything else 
in the world... . When I am gripped by the bitter cold I say the prayer more 
earnestly and I grow warm. If I am overcome by hunger, I call more often 
on the name of Jesus Christ and I forget that I wanted to eat. When I am 
ill, when my back and legs begin to ache, I pay attention to the prayer and 
cease to feel the pain.’

 p. 14.
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PRAYERS FOR THE JOURNEY…

I ask not to see, I ask not to know, I ask simply to be used.

St John Henry Newman d.1890

This is what the Lord asks of you,                                                                     
only this: 

to act justly,                                                                                                                        
to love tenderly                                                                                                                                   

and to walk humbly                                                                                                               
with your God.

Micah 6:8

O search me God and know my heart, 
O test me and know my thoughts. 

See that I follow not the wrong path                                                                  
and lead me in the path of life eternal.

Psalm 138/9 vv. 23-24

Dearest Lord, teach me to be generous. Teach me to serve you as you 
deserve; to give and not to count the cost; to fight and not to heed the 
wounds; to toil and not to seek reward, saving knowing that I do your will.

St Ignatius of Loyola d. 1556
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Faith is the mother of us all; 
with Hope in her train,                                                                                                                         

and Love of God and Christ                                                                                                                      
and neighbour leading the way.

St Polycarp of Smyrna c. 67-155

God, to whom all hearts are open, to whom all wills speak and from whom 
no secret is hid, I beg you so to cleanse the intent of my heart with the 
unutterable gift of your grace that I may perfectly love you and worthily 
praise you.     

The Cloud of Unknowing

With you I will leap towards love, 
and from love I will leap towards truth,                                                                                                

and from truth I will leap to joy,                                                                                                                     
and then I shall leap beyond all human senses.                                                                              

There I will remain and dance for evermore.

Mechtild of Magdeburg c. 1280
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The ABC of Calligraphy (see centrespread for illustrations)

The letters featured in this issue are part of the entire alphabet I was asked 
to undertake for a commission, completed in 2020. Each letter was painted 
using gold leaf and watercolour on sheets of calf vellum 9”x 7” using old 
and new motifs. For example, the letter M illustrates the masked 2nd 
century St Corona, patron saint of plague victims, bringing solace to the 
afflicted. She is seen bottom right, beseeching the angel, top right in full 
PPE, handing out masks to those who haven’t been able to make it to the 
hospital in the background. The rabbit underneath is in lockdown on his 
leaf, keeping socially distant. The idea was to indicate that the Alphabet 
was undertaken in a time of the present pandemic when St Corona is 
enjoying a revival of her cult.

Each letter tells its story. Rather like stained glass windows telling biblical 
stories long ago to the illiterate, a bestiary was used to improve the 
minds of ordinary people in such a way that the soul will at least perceive 
physically things which it has difficulty comprehending with their ears: 
they will perceive with their eyes’ (Aberdeen MS 24, f25v). Bestiaries are 
collections of short descriptions of various animals. They typically include 
much humour and imagination which I found inspiring for the making of 
the Alphabet. Further, beasts, birds and stones were often used as vehicles 
for explaining Christian dogma prior to the 12th century. See letter D 
where David’s harp-playing is soothing the unseen temperamental King 
Saul. The owl (Latin Bubo) indicates wisdom, and the sheep, David’s role 
as shepherd. As Lion of Judah, he stalks proudly above the letter whilst the 
cat on his lap taunts another one. 

The letter R cried out for a game of rounders. The original is from a 14th 
century marginal where such images were drawn to make fun of people. I 
have added the spectators, suitably distanced from one another, while the 
rabbit at first slip (?) is waiting to catch out the batsman.

                                                                                               Sr Julian

We hope to display the whole Alphabet in due course on our new website.
Eds.
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Sr Andrea’s Sabbatical: Part Two

The world I left in December 2019 changed beyond belief by the time I 
returned to Stanbrook in August 2020. There are so many highlights and 
so many wonderful people I met on my travels that I begin by just saying 
thank you for your welcome and your warm Benedictine hospitality.

My first port of call was the community of St Scholastica’s, Petersham, 
Massachusetts (pictured above) where I stayed over Christmas. I arrived 
in deep snow and left in deep snow so experienced a New England 
winter. The community numbers around thirteen. In the early 1980s, our 
community helped with their formation as this group of religious became 
Benedictine nuns. They share their church with the community of St 
Mary’s, a daughter house of Pluscarden Abbey. There are about eight 
monks in the community. Their monastery is on the other side of the 
church to the nun’s monastery, with the church central.

The Divine Office is sung antiphonally: monks on one side and the nuns 
on the other. They sing the new Latin Office which I loved. Mother Mary 
Elizabeth and the whole community were wonderful hosts giving me so 
much of their time. Christmas was celebrated in style. I had a few journeys 
out. Sr Monica took me to Concord, the home of authors and of the fight 
for US independence from Britain. Sr Frances and I visited Cambridge and 
Harvard University. We also fitted in a bus tour of Boston.

Abbess Anna had asked me to speak to the Benedictine community of 
Regina Laudis in Connecticut about the new Vatican Document, Cor Orans. 
Mother Mary Elizabeth and I had a wonderful day with the community. 
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They had just finished their new monastery and were in the process  
of moving in.

Sr Lynn McKenzie, the Moderator of Communio Internationalis 
Benedictinarum (CIB), came to Petersham from her monastery in Alabama 
in the New Year. We had become good friends at CIB meetings in recent 
years, in Rome and elsewhere. During her visit, Mother Mary Elizabeth,  
Sr Lynn and I visited the monks of Weston Priory in Vermont who 
welcomed us most warmly on a very snowy day.

On 11 January 2020, I left Petersham and flew to Chile to stay with the 
women oblates of the Manquehue Apostolic Movement. I have come 
to know these remarkable women through their visits to Stanbrook and 
my previous visit to Chile in 2015. Most of my visit was spent at their 
monastery in San José in Chilean Patagonia in the Women’s House. There 
is so much I want to say about my happy stay with this community.

Patagonia is breathtakingly beautiful. The people are naturally hospitable 
as I experienced time and time again. 

It was summer in the southern hemisphere. In my first couple of weeks, 
the whole Manquehue Movement was involved in the Mission. Patagonia 
is not a diocese but comes directly under Rome and has a Vicar Apostolic, 
Bishop Louis. He is very protective of the people and is not afraid to do 
battle with the authorities especially if he thinks the people are being 
exploited. He does not have many priests and because of the remoteness 
of many places, the locals often do not receive the sacraments regularly. 
The Mission is held in four different towns. The Bishop is incredibly 
supportive, and much work goes into deciding a theme, organising talks, 
visits to the elderly, sick, and general catechesis. It was so inspiring to see 
all these young people doing lectio with the local people as well as the 



talks. I took part in a procession in Puerto Guadal where we took Holy 
Communion to the homes of the sick and elderly. On the last day of the 
Mission, the Bishop says Mass in all four different towns where there are 
many baptisms. 

Now it was the summer holidays for the Movement. The women’s 
community enjoyed quiet days of walks, visits to the beach of Lake General 
Carrera, and sometimes a little further afield. Some of the community took 
me to the Patagonia National Park. We went via the Baker River which is 
the only outlet for the whole Lake. On another day, the whole community 
travelled along the Lake to the Argentinian border where we visited the 
little town just across the border called Los Antiguos. The Lake was now 
Lake Buenos Aires (see panorama above). What struck me so powerfully 
during these brilliant days was the centrality of the Divine Office and the 
shared lectio divina we did each morning together. My deep gratitude to 
Ale, Chelo, Consuelo, Cecilia, Maca, Isobel, Rosa and Teri.

On 19 February, I left Santiago and headed to Sydney, Australia. I arrived 
on the evening of 20 February to be met by Abbess Hilda and Mother 
Mary at Sydney Airport. A three-month stay in Australia turned into 
six months! When we went through the gates of Jamberoo Abbey that 
evening, I had no idea that I was not going to exit properly until August 
when I travelled home.

It was lovely to be back in Jamberoo meeting up with dear friends, 
especially Mother Mary and the community again. I also got to know those 
who had entered since my last visit. Immediately I felt at home and at one 
with the community. I joined them for the Office in choir. They use many 
hymns, antiphons and canticles from Stanbrook. It was lovely to see how 
they adapted them for their Office.

PENTECOST 2021 13
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I worked mainly in Craft. They make, decorate, and sell candles. On my 
arrival, I helped with the parcelling up of the Paschal candles, which are 
sent to parishes, schools, etc. throughout Australia. As it became obvious 
that my stay was going to be prolonged, I helped (or hindered) the 
administration by producing invoices. Sr Mechtild had endless patience 
with me. They also design and produce cards and certificates. This is  
Sr Ancilla’s domain. The cards are beautiful. Sr Johanna oversaw books and 
I think also helps to oversee their shop which was closed for most of my 
stay. They also do mail orders, including candles, cards, and books.

During my stay, Celine, their postulant, was clothed and became  
Sr Mary Grace. (see photo opposite). I also joined the community retreat 
in July. This was given by one of Jamberoo’s Oblates, Revd Catherine 
Easton, an Anglican priest. She chose as her theme, ‘Holy Saturday’,  
a liminal or in-between time, and this is what we were experiencing with 
Covid-19 and lockdown. Nobody knows what the future holds but it will 
be different from before. This is a ‘Holy Saturday place’; life as we know it 
has gone and we do not know where we are going, it is a time of change, 
a letting go. We are in a tomb of unknowing. Each day we had a focus for 
prayer: ‘remembering Holy Saturday’, ‘a place prepared’, ‘going within’, 
‘surrender’, ‘the wounds’, ‘the harrowing of hell’, ‘anticipating resurrection’ 
and ‘resurrection day’. It was a spiritual journey.

Abbess Hilda asked me to speak to the Community about Cor Orans and 
the English Benedictine Congregation. Abbess Hilda and Sr Therese, their 
Novice Mistress, asked me to do lectio with the sisters in formation. The 
juniors and novices all held a special place in my heart by the end. 

The community has some fine musicians. They allowed me to join their 
schola group: Sisters Magdalen, Bernadette, Petra, organised by Sr 
Magdalen. All three are extremely musical and would see a piece and start 
harmonising. As for me, I must slog to get the tune!

On 5 August I left Australia to return home to Stanbrook. What a blessed 
year; to everyone I say, thank you.

                                                             Sr Andrea 
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Above: OBLATES of the Manquehue Apostolic Movement, Patagonia, Summer 2020
Below: CLOTHING day of Sr Mary Grace OSB, Jamberoo Abbey, Australia, pictured with 

Abbess Hilda Scott OSB and the Novitiate.
Both photos by D. Andrea
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Above: DAME Stephen tending the thriving rhubarb patch which she started from scratch. 
Photo by D. Philippa

Below: PALM Sunday antiphon Percutiam from the large print antiphoner completed  
in 1682 by Dame M. Joseph Lawson (Ghent) for Abbess Mary Knatchbull,  

‘for the conservation of [her]eyes’.

The Latin text translates: I shall strike the shepherd  
and the sheep of the flock will be scattered.



Laudato Si’ Anniversary Year

Many of you will know of Laudato Si’: Care for our Common Home,  
Pope Francis’ encyclical letter to all peoples concerning the environment 
and the need for sustainable living. In it ‘we are called to reject the 
contemporary “throw-away” culture and to open our eyes to see how 
God is present throughout creation.’ 24 May 2020 was the 5th anniversary 
of the promulgation of Laudato Si’ and the Vatican announced a special 
anniversary year, starting on that date, for promoting its message and 
taking actions directed towards ‘ecological conversion’. 

When this monastery at Wass was planned the community was keen  
to build an environmentally sensitive structure with as many ‘green’ 
features as possible. The building itself has attracted a certain amount  
of interest, but we felt it was time to review our whole relationship to the 
environment rather than resting on laurels.

CAFOD has produced various resources (available online) to help the 
understanding and implementing of Laudato Si’. These include a film, 
‘Global Healing’, which we watched together. Then, in a session led  
by Sr Laurentia and Sr Thérèse, we started by listing all the measures  
we are already undertaking such as composting, recycling and so on. Each 
of these was written on a coloured paper leaf and the leaves were affixed 
to a tree, drawn by Sr Julian (see p. 21). After that came the harder part: 
thinking of new measures that we could try. Volunteers were sought to 
investigate and undertake these initiatives. When they report back at 
the end of the year, we will discuss them and write those accepted on 
coloured paper as fruit to add to the tree. 

The new suggestions ranged from the practical – such as increasing  
the range of materials we recycle – to the aesthetic – beautifying the area 
outside church around the statue of St Benedict; and from small – reducing 
the use of cling film – to large – installing more solar panels and replacing 
one of the cars with one that uses environmentally-friendlier fuel. We also 
included prayer in our initiatives. During Creationtide (1 September 
- 4 October) we sang a hymn about creation (written by Sr Laurentia)  
at Midday Office (see p. 21). We hope to have a special service in May 
2021 for the closing of this anniversary year.
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CAFOD has also published a study guide to Laudato Si’. A small group  
of us undertook to meet and work through this guide; we have completed 
three sessions so far. The guide is not academic but presents small extracts 
from Laudato Si’ – often only one or two sentences – and encourages 
participants to think over the extracts for a while and then offers questions 
to stimulate reflection and sharing of thoughts. It also includes small case 
studies in which people from across the world discuss their relationship 
with the environment. 

One extract is ‘As Christians, we are called “to accept the world as 
a sacrament of communion, as a way of sharing with God and our 
neighbours on a global scale.’” I found it astonishing that the world can 
be compared with communion, but on reflection this helped me see that 
through the continuous contact we all have with the earth, both affected 
by it and affecting it, all who live are in dynamic contact with each other. 
I was surprised by how deeply the sessions affected me. I suppose  
I felt initially that ‘rejecting the throw-away culture’ was something  
I did when I entered the monastery. I was told before entering that  
‘our relationship with material goods is quite different, we care for things  
as the sacred vessels of the altar’ (cf. RB 31:10). However, like repentance 
and conversatio, I find that this rejection is something that needs to be 
done continually, not once-and-for-all. The review of our situation was 
good in helping us identify any practices that had ‘slipped through the net’ 
and that needed reforming, and using the study guide has acted like  
an exhortative homily in encouraging me in ecological renewal.

Laudato Si’ does not just concern the environment – its subtitle ‘Care  
for our Common Home’ shows that the people who live in this home are 
to be considered. Pope Francis indicates that when ecological systems are 
neglected or abused, it is the poor who suffer most. The earth is a home 
shared by all of humanity, and caring for it also entails respecting and 
caring for the poor who inhabit it. 

We hope that our endeavours will bear fruit in the months to come, and 
that you also will consider reading, or re-reading, Laudato Si’ and working 
towards its goals. 
                                                                                                                 Sr Thérèse
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Hymn for Creationtide (1 Sept-4 Oct)

Creator God who by your Word
Have made all things upon the earth,
Grant us to cherish all your gifts
And recognise their sacred worth.

Redeeming Word, enlighten us
With truth to know how we should live.
Teach us to reverence human life
And to the needy freely give.

Consoling Spirit, visit us 
With wisdom from the realms above.
May all God’s people share your peace
And journey heavenward strong in love.
                                                             Amen.
©Stanbrook Abbey 2020

Our Laudato Si’ tree.
The leaves show green 

measures already in place: 
recycling, rainwater harvesting, 

composting, etc.
Fruits indicating new initiatives 

will be added later.
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A History of St Mary’s Abbey, 
Oulton: Part Two

In this article D. M. Peter, drawing 
on the archives of Oulton Abbey, 
continues to share something of that 
community’s history. Part One appeared 
in the Pentecost edition of Stanbrook 
Benedictines 2020. Here she traces 
the three foundations made by the 
community in the 17th century; that the 
community learned from the experience 
of each becomes apparent.

Back in England in the first decades of the 17th century, the Civil War 
was still raging, cutting off funds and no doubt making a secluded life in a 
monastery more appealing. This was the time when the community was at 
its most numerous. The health of the elderly Abbess, Eugenia Poulton, was 
failing and in 1642 she resigned to be succeeded by Dame Mary Roper, 
another of the original members from Brussels.

St Joseph was adopted as patron of all the temporal matters. By order 
of the Bishop, the Duchess of Buckingham was received as a guest for a 
year after all her sorrows. Her first husband had been murdered and her 
second, the Earl of Antrim, was suspected of involvement in the ‘Ulster 
plot’.

In 1650 the future Charles II came to the abbey on his way through Ghent. 
He was in mourning for his father, executed the previous year. The visit, 
including a long interview with the Abbess, seems to have made an 
impression on him as when she became ill a few weeks later he sent his 
own physician from the Netherlands. 

The Abbess was taken ill at Vespers on Palm Sunday during the Magnificat 
antiphon Percutiam... (see p.18). She died in Easter week on the eve of the 
feast of St Anselm to whom she had a special devotion. Many townspeople 
attended the funeral even though she had been unable to speak any 
language other than English. 41 nuns gathered in chapter and elected the 
Prioress, D. Mary Knatchbull as the next Abbess. (The whole family with lay 
sisters and boarders now numbered 80.) 
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Under her energetic leadership and with numbers still increasing it was 
decided to make a foundation. Permission was obtained from the Queen 
Regent, the Bishop of Ghent was encouraging and a number of Antwerp 
merchants gave subscriptions.
5 Dames and 1 Lay Sister were appointed for the new house and the party 
set out for Boulogne on 9 January 1652.

The weather was severe with a sharp frost. When the temperature rose 
the roads became wet and muddy and the travellers arrived at each place 
frozen and exhausted. They were kindly received by the Augustinian 
Canonesses at Bruges, English Franciscans at Nieuport and the Governor at 
Dunkerque. 
Finding the gates shut at Gravelines, they had to wait some time as 
messages passed to and fro before being admitted and welcomed by the 
English Poor Clares. No wagons were to be had so they continued on foot 
through mud and snow to Calais where the French Benedictines gave them 
a large room with 9 beds.
Arriving eventually at Boulogne they were told that the Bishop, whom they 
had forgotten to consult, would not even see them and would certainly 
not allow them to settle in his diocese without security and a permanent 
income. 

Abbess Mary Knatchbull managed to obtain promises from 3 wealthy 
merchants and contacted ‘M. Vincent’ (who became Saint Vincent de 
Paul), the founder of the Congregation of the Mission to which the 
Bishop belonged. Letters from him and from the Bishop of Ghent led to 
permission being granted, though the Bishop of Boulogne was not happy 
with the custom of celebrating Vigils over night as at Ghent and insisted on 
3 more Dames and 1 Lay Sister being sent. When these arrived, and after 
3 days of recollection, they elected Dame Catherine Wigmore as abbess. 2 
years later the new community moved to Pontoise.

Back in Ghent, on Christmas Day, Sister Benedicta Corby died aged 99. 
The mother of the Jesuit martyr, Ralph, she had entered at 80, when her 
husband became a Jesuit. They had 3 sons also Jesuits and 2 daughters Lay 
Sisters at Brussels.

The following year D. Dorothy Cary died at 30. She had copied many 
retreats and meditations for the community at a time when books were 
still precious and Catholic material was difficult to obtain, especially in 
English.
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In 1656 a second priest was appointed as confessor as Father William 
Vincent was becoming increasingly deaf. 
The last of the original members from Brussels, D. Magdalene Digby, died 
in 1658. Then, in 1660, Father Vincent died and Charles II was restored to 
the throne. In acknowledging a letter of congratulation, he instructed the 
Chancellor to send ‘a little present of four hundred English pieces’.
In 1661 D. Mary Bedingfeld (pictured c.1659 on p. 22) became seriously ill. 
She was sent to Brussels for treatment and eventually transferred to the 
community there.

Meanwhile ‘the debts and wants of the community still cried aloud’. 
The Bishop of Ghent made an appeal on their behalf and another 
foundation was decided on. With the Bishop’s approval, the Abbess went 
to England to raise funds. D. Mary Caryll, a Lay Sister and Revd Mr Gerard 
accompanied her. The King received her graciously and gave £3,000; 
friends also generously contributed. Landing at Dunkerque, they secured 
the royal patents, the permission of the local magistrates and the leave of 
the bishops of Ghent and of Ypres for the new foundation. 

Then, in May 1662, a group set out for Dunkerque arriving safely on the 
8th. They were later joined by a second group, making 14 Dames, 2 Lay 
Sisters and 2 postulants. On the feast of the Visitation, they entered the 
house outside the city walls which had been procured for them. The 
first Mass was celebrated on 12 August (by Fr Gerard who remained as 
chaplain) and on the feast of the Assumption choir and regular observance 
were established. D. Mary Caryll acted as Prioress and was subsequently 
elected Abbess. Her brother Dom Alexius (St Gregory’s, now Downside) 
designed the monastery built some years later.

In 1665 the new Bishop of Ypres, formerly a canon of Ghent, asked the 
nuns to make a foundation at Ypres (the community now at Kylemore). 
Accordingly, D. Marina Beaumont was sent together with 4 others from 
Dunquerque. On 22 May they entered the house taken for them by the 
Bishop, licenses having been obtained from the local magistrates and the 
King of Spain. D. Marina was nominated as Abbess but not blessed until 4 
years later.  

To be continued...
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Seeking Byland: poems 
through the Seasons from 
Stanbrook Abbey by  
Laurentia Johns, OSB. 
Gracewing, 2020, 74 pp., 
£9.95, ISBN: 9780852449653. 

‘My people…are weary of Winter/Long 
enough their eyes have feasted on 
bleak greys and paleness.’

Although most of the poems in Seeking 
Byland pre-date the three lockdowns 
occasioned by a pandemic spiralled 
out of control, one may be forgiven for 
reading the poem ‘Divine Stratagem’ 
through the collective lens of a plague-
weary humanity.  

This recourse to tonality, suggestive of a Bach fugue, as humanity 
convalesces, illustrates that behind a ‘divine stratagem’ dismissed as wildly 
impractical, even ‘naïve’, lies God’s ‘hidden hallmark, the secret sign of 
[His] strength’.

When the community of Stanbrook Abbey departed from Callow End for 
land skirting the North York Moors National Park, they were engaged in 
both the laying down of a new foundation and a return to monastic roots. 
Situated in a part of the country given to breath-taking drops and green 
vistas of seemingly endless countryside, they are now embedded in a 
northern landscape that has borne witness to no less than eight Cistercian 
monasteries. Seeking Byland attests to the presence of one of these 
medieval houses: Byland Abbey. Built in the 12th century, the monastery 
is a majestic ruin now in the protective hands of English Heritage. A 
victim of the Suppression of the Monasteries under Henry VIII, with its 
small museum housing the original Deed of Surrender signed by the then 
Abbot and his monks, it is, to borrow from the poem ‘Last Post’, a ‘very 
present absence’ and its survival, while lacking wholeness, a sign of ‘hope’s 
registration’.  

Seeking Byland                                   Laurentia Johns, O
SB

G
racew

ing

GRACEWING

ISBN 978-0-85244-965-3

9 780852 449653

MONASTIC TRADITION invites newcomers to grow
in their search for God through prayerful reading
of three books: the book of nature, the book of the

Scriptures and the book of one’s own life.
In these meditative poems, Sr Laurentia draws on thirty years
of monastic life to integrate the three ‘books’, creating
harmonies which can resonate with the experience of people
today. Beginning with Advent, the poems unfold through the
seasons, natural and liturgical. Pivotal is the central sequence,
‘Cadentine Rites’, which celebrates the transforming events of
Holy Week and Easter.
In uncertain and restricted times, Seeking Byland invites all
seekers into the eternal realities of beauty and truth which lie
close at hand, waiting to be discovered.

LAURENTIA (LORNA) JOHNS is a Benedictine nun of Stanbrook
Abbey in Yorkshire.

Born in Swansea, and educated there at Bishop Gore School,
followed by Oxford and Harvard, she taught for several years before
entering Stanbrook (then in Worcestershire).

Sister Laurentia has written extensively on the spiritual life, her
publications include Touched by God: Ten Monastic Journeys and
The Way of Benedict: Eight Blessings for Lent.

This is her first book of poetry.
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The poems in this volume attest to a wholly Benedictine presence. The 
subtitle ‘poems through the Seasons from Stanbrook...’, may be read as 
possessing a dual meaning, one that alludes to both the climatic and 
the liturgical where heaven and earth intersect. Here, attentiveness to 
the natural and celestial spheres is mutually inclusive, as in ‘A Spring 
Hailstorm’. Invoking the subtle hiss of sibilance, the assaulting hail is 
‘sudden…shrouding Spring…a shock, a sting’, causing its observer to 
wonder fearfully, ‘Winter again?’. But the perception of the storm as 
malign is revealed as illusory. Rather than a portent of the ‘pain’ of 
Winter’s return, the storm is both precursor and necessary reminder of 
that ‘hope reborn [sounded by the] maiden’s simple, shining, solid ‘Yes’. 

Trees – most notably as noble bearers of the four realms of the Kingdom, 
the shock of colour attended by flowers and birds (for example, Illustrius, 
the ravishing peacock that once graced the enclosure at Wass) are 
recurring themes. The lily so favoured by artists down the centuries in 
portrayals of the Blessed Virgin appears in ‘Lily-Crucifix’ which attests to 
‘two lives without parallax…wedded, strange bliss, on a flowering Crucifix’ 
calling to mind that, theologically-speaking, depictions of Mary must 
never be dissociated from Christ. Here, the lily and the cross recall artistic 
recreations of the Annunciation, the Nativity and the Pietá all conjoined. 
Elsewhere, daffodils, the ‘diminutive’ snow-drop, sunflowers (‘summer’s 
ensign’), the medicinal and aptly named ‘Self-Heal’, poppies and harebells 
are skilfully re-imagined as foci for the contemplative eye. Among the 
most arresting are the poems ‘Moonlight Sonata’ and ‘Poppies’ where, 
respectively, they appear as a ‘moonglade [of daffodils]’ which ‘plays in the 
dark…ghost-notes of light’ and, most hauntingly, in the guise of the poppy 
where the open petals ‘unmask caldera pools, like eyes, blood-red, kohl-
black, streaked as if weeping all war.’

Colour, too, is accorded its place. From the tonal backdrops of sky, lakes, 
plains, trees and crescent moons imaged as ‘Bleak greys’, ‘paleness’, ‘pain’ 
and ‘silver’ – to ‘garlands of rusting gold’, a ‘haze of angled gold’ or the 
juxtaposed silver light of Mary’s lunar to [Christ’s] ‘solar gold’, russets, reds 
and scarlets as in the cascading of autumn leaves or as a fiery ‘tongue of 
searing flame’, a ‘holy conflagration’. 

The collection in Seeking Byland includes D. Laurentia’s sensitively wrought 
translation of a Welsh medieval poem on the Birth of Christ by Madog 
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ap Gwallter. It also contains a sequence entitled, ‘Cadentine Rites’ which 
apportions a poem for each day of Holy Week from ‘Palm Sunday’  
(‘a pre-dawn mist hovers…a Rothko block of pink’) on through to the 
‘Eighth Day’. Previously printed as a limited edition of elegant simplicity, its 
publication was intended as a thanksgiving for the Stanbrook community’s 
safe passage from Worcestershire to N. Yorkshire. Among its meditative 
lines is this from ‘Cadentine Rites’ for Maundy Thursday which presages 
the chaos unfurled by the crucifixion: ‘Dawn’s chorus breaks the silence: 
rooks tumble, a chiff-chaff saws; still life fills with animation, throbs with 
the pulse of our High Priest’. 

It is commonplace and not unreasonable for poets to be ‘grouped’ with 
those who share similarities of context, poetical devices or ‘voice’ but 
I would hesitate to file D. Laurentia’s poetry under a single heading or 
category. Even the arrangement of the poems on the page is singular. 
Take ‘Hourglass’, a spare and beautiful poem wherein the ‘skeins of time’ 
encased in an hourglass ‘narrow(ing), empty(ing), fill(ing)’ are a metaphor 
for life and, in the process, translate out on the page as both word-and-
image. Elsewhere, perceptions are checked by the ‘sanctification’ of leaves, 
the concept of gold as being vulnerable to rust, of the ‘weightiness’ of 
grace. In just 74 pages (including appended notes and references), this 
collection is filled with poetry so finely distilled and original that, at times, 
it recalls one to a sudden pause for meditative stillness. Charged with the 
rhythm of a vocation that measures time through that of the liturgical year, 
Seeking Byland witnesses to the reality of Easter in Ordinary and, in its 
stunning cover photo of Byland Abbey – wreathed in shadows, reflected 
forward and backwards, refracted light made visible – recalls us to there 
being hope in giving utterance to the visible and invisible to which all 
things point. 

Susanne Jennings

Susanne Jennings is Librarian at St Edmund’s College, Cambridge; she also 
writes, teaches English Literature & Theology and is a Fellow of the RSA.
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The Way of a Pilgrim: Candid Tales of a Wanderer to His 
Spiritual Father, translated by Anna Zaranko, edited and 
introduced by Andrew Louth. Penguin Classics, 2017; 
197pp; ISBN 978 0 241 30977 3

This fresh and lively re-translation of the classic Russian text tells of a 
poor simple peasant walking the length and breadth of Russia and Siberia 
reciting the Jesus Prayer: ‘Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the living God, have 
mercy on me a sinner’, the prayer of the Publican in St Luke’s Gospel.
The first four chapters had been translated into English by R. M. French 
in 1930 and two more chapters followed in 1943. A few years after his 
best-seller The Catcher in the Rye the American novelist J.D. Salinger wrote 
another small work Franny and Zooey in which a young girl becomes 
obsessed with the teaching on the Jesus Prayer in a ‘small pea-green book’, 
apparently French’s translation. It is good to have this new translation to 
introduce the holy pilgrim to a new generation of readers.

In his knapsack, together with some crusts of dry bread, the Pilgrim keeps 
his only possessions: the Bible and a copy of the Philokalia, an anthology 
of Greek and Russian texts on the spiritual life; his own book is, in effect, 
a similar anthology of ‘tales’ in which every chance encounter leads to 
a conversation on the art of prayer. The Pilgrim’s beautiful honesty and 
simplicity give him the willingness to learn from each and all, and also 
the generosity to impart what he has learnt. He is clearly an exceptional 
person for whom, it appears, in a matter of weeks, the prayer becomes a 
river of living water flowing ceaselessly from his heart. His book, however, 
gives hope to us all as the Pilgrim introduces us to a great variety of people 
who live by the Jesus Prayer, men and women of every class and condition 
from the nobility to peasants, also children, and even a Greek monk of Mt 
Athos. It is hard to see that there could be any reader who would not find 
in this book something useful and inspiring.

One of the most helpful sections gives the New Testament teaching on 
prayer, quoting chapter and verse, starting with St Matthew and going 
through all four Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the letters of James and 
Jude and several of the letters of St Paul.

Other excellent sections analyse the Jesus Prayer showing how it is 
possible, by emphasising different words, to benefit in different ways from 
this inexhaustible well of living water e. g., providing a method for finding 
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the prayer of the heart. A section entitled ‘Inward Confession leading to 
Humility’ is a searching examination of conscience.

The whole book has a wonderfully sunny quality about it; it gives the 
reader a real taste of the joy and sweetness and inexpressible delight 
of prayer, and its power to unify the human person, to transform and 
liberate, indeed to divinise, to bring about our destiny to become 
‘partakers of the divine nature’ as St Peter puts it (2 Pet 1, 4). Prayer and 
the charity which flows from it are shown as the great levellers in a society 
as unequal as tsarist Russia; by references to land-owners treating serfs 
as brothers we are taken to St Paul’s ideal of Christians’ treatment of their 
slaves, or the Rule of St Benedict.

The Pilgrim’s world is obviously totally different from our own, far more 
akin to the world of the early Christian centuries when ordinary people in 
taverns and barber shops hotly debated the nature of the union between 
the divine and human natures in Christ, yet it has a universal appeal.

This book left me with a great hope for Russia, known for centuries as 
‘Holy Russia’. The deep spirituality of the Russian people, exemplified by 
our Pilgrim and St Seraphim of Sarov, as well as by fictional characters 
such as Dostoevsky’s Staretz Zossima and Alyosha, gained for the Russian 
people a great treasury of spiritual richness which the long drought of 
atheistic communism could not exhaust. Fr Sergei Ovsiannikov’s recent 
Journey into Freedom may represent a new flowering of this spirit. The 
power of the Jesus prayer, whether in its longer form or simply the name 
of Jesus, to unify the human person, and set free from sin and falsehood, 
offers hope for the transformation of the entire world.
                                                                                                                                        

Philippa Edwards OSB

Anna Zaranko, is an oblate and long-standing friend of Stanbrook.

‘If you want to love Jesus Christ, simply love Him, and if you want to thank 
him, just thank Him.’

 The Way of the Pilgrim, p. 80.
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A Dialogue between St Catherine of Siena and Julian of 
Norwich: Contemporaries, from a ‘recently discovered’ 
manuscript...

Catherine: We have much in common you & I. We could be sisters! 
Though, in truth, I have enough of those, being the 25th in my family. We 
live in time of plague and pestilence, wars & upheaval, fertile soil for the 
workings of God in souls he has cultivated for this purpose. The madness 
of love has drawn you & me to the very heart of Truth itself, the crucified 
Christ.

In truth, said Julian, his passion is as dear to me as to you. Do we not 
meditate day and night on the sufferings of our divine Saviour? 

C.  Indeed, it was love on fire with the glory of his Father and with desire 
for our salvation which fixed him to the cross.

J.  Ah yes, love was his meaning…a love which was never slaked nor ever 
shall be. 

C.  To meet with another who asks of God a similar thing is to confirm that 
our paths, although very different, have indeed been chosen by God. For 
I asked for suffering in order to atone for the offences of others – among 
other things. Do we not read in the letter of St John that the blood of Jesus 
purifies us from sin?

And I, said Julian, asked for more knowledge of the pains of the crucified 
Christ – among other things. In my Revelation, I saw Our Lord look into 
his wounded side and gaze with joy directing my understanding through 
that same wound into his side within. It is a fair and desirable place, large 
enough for all mankind to rest in peace and love. Did he not say, 

‘Come to me all you who labour and are overburdened and I will give you 
rest?’

Catherine replied, now, really entering into the spirit of things: 

Yes, we must remember Christ crucified, God and man, this is our 
aim…both, you and I sister, were given the gift, the great privilege, of 
experiencing in our bodies what our Saviour experienced, and I, even to 
the point of the stigmata (that’s just between you and me) and Christ 
exchanging his heart for mine.  
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J.  Ah, then truly you are well qualified, my sister, to be worthy of St Paul’s 
words,

‘It is no longer I who live but Christ who lives in me’ (Gal 2.20).

In my Revelation, with sweet sight our Saviour showed me his blessed 
Heart cloven in two signifying the endless love that was without beginning 
and is and shall be always.  Lo, how I loved thee…

Catherine responded, sensing the importance at this stage of the dialogue: 
Everything you do will be drawn to him when he draws your heart and 
its powers. We are so blessed, you and I, for the Son has chosen to reveal 
the Father to us ordinary, even unlettered, souls as we are. In my Dialogue 
with the Father, he said,

‘If you have received my love sincerely, without self-interest, you will 
drink your neighbour’s love sincerely. It is just like a vessel that you fill at a 
fountain. If you take it out of the fountain to drink, it is soon empty. But if 
you hold it in the fountain while you drink, it will always be full.’

J.  Ah, who is this coming out of the fire, lightening our darkness?

C.  The day is dawning, yes, you must return to your anchorhold, safe from 
all who would meddle in your Great Work of writing down what has been 
vouchsafed to you by the Lord.

And I must hasten back to my Great Work – reforming the Church.  For 
the Father has hidden these things from the learned and the clever and 
revealed them to mere children.

And Julian replied,   Amen to that.  
                                                                                                                      Sr Julian 

St Benedict and the Raven

You may recall that these featured on the cover of the Advent 2020 edition 
of Stanbrook Benedictines. Observant readers will have noticed that St 
Benedict and his raven also appear on the cover of this present number 
illustrating the letter B in D. Julian’s Alphabet.
The Latin text is the opening of the Psalter: ‘Blessed is the man who 
follows not the way of the wicked...’.
Other letters in this number: N (back cover); centrespread left-right: R, G, 
H, C, M, S, D, E, J.
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The Back Page
How You Can Help Us
Would you like to be a Friend of Stanbrook Abbey and support our work? 
If you would like to make a donation, receive our regular publication or more
information about our life, please provide the following details:

Details

Name.......................................... Email ....................................................................

Address ......................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................

I would like to make a donation of £ ..............

I enclose a cheque for a sum of  £ .............. made payable to Stanbrook Abbey

Credit/debit card details: Card No ........................................ Valid From ..................

                                      Expiry Date ........................................ Security No..................

Signature ....................................................................................................................

GIFT AID
I confirm I have paid or will pay an amount of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax
for each tax year (6 April to 5 April) that is at least equal to the amount of tax that
all the charities or Community Sports Clubs (CASCs) that I donate to will reclaim on
my gifts for that tax year. I understand that other taxes such as VAT and Council Tax
do not qualify. I understand that the charity will reclaim 25p of tax on every £1 that
I give.
I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains
Tax than the amount of Gift Aid on all my donations in that tax year it is my
responsibility to pay the difference. 

Signature ....................................................................................................................

Date of Declaration ....................................................................................................

Please notify the charity if you: 
• want to cancel this declaration 
• change your name or home address 
• no longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains tax.
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CALENDAR 2022: available late summer
Please use the website address at the top of this page when trying to access the 
bookshop.

Stanbrook Abbey Bookshop   Wass   York   YO61 4AY
bookshop@stanbrookabbey.org.uk

www.stanbrookabbeybookshop.com
Tel: 01347 868 927

Stanbrook Benedictines appears bi-annually (Advent & Pentecost) and is
distributed free of charge. Donations towards costs are gratefully received.
Editors: D. Laurentia & D. Philippa; photo of Abbess Anna on p. 2 by D. Philippa.
Designed and compiled at Stanbrook Abbey, the Conventus of Our Lady
of Consolation, Wass, YORK, YO61 4AY, Regd Charity No. 1092065.
Tel: 01347 868900     www.stanbrookabbey.org
Emails:  secretary@stanbrookabbey.org.uk
Sr Benedicta  friends@stanbrookabbey.org.uk
Crief Lodges:  Tel: 01347 868931 www.cottageguide.co.uk/crieflodges
Email:  crieflodges@stanbrookabbey.org.uk

Produced by Claremon Ltd.   Tel: 01274 741404   www.claremon.co.uk

Set of Stations of the Cross
 14 pc’s £8.00 per pack                      

Christ & his Mother
ref: P21B   £1.50 ea                  

St Joseph    
£1.50 ea




